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CITY OF NEW BEDFORD 
DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 

133 William Street ● Room 303 ● New Bedford, Massachusetts 02740 
(508) 979-1488 ● www.newbedford-ma.gov 

 
STAFF REPORT 

 

NEW BEDFORD HISTORICAL COMMISSION MEETING                                                                           August 3, 2020 
 
 
CASE # 2020.18: CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS 
            82-86 Front (Map 53 Lot 200)  
 
APPLICANT/ Valerie Kollars 
OWNER: 86 Front Street 

New Bedford, MA 02740 
 
 
OVERVIEW: The applicant purchased the building in 2019, moving 
the business from the adjacent building at 31 Union Street. The 
applicant is proposing a comprehensive rehabilitation of the 
building, including paint and signage. 
 
EXISTING CONDITIONS:  The c. 1765 Seth Russell House (NBE.3014) is a contributing building to the District which was 
moved by WHALE from its original location at 17 North Water Street (adjacent to the New Bedford Whaling Museum) in 
1978 to make way for a planned museum expansion. Thought 
to be the only structure to survive the attack by the British in 
1778, Its original owner was a descendent of Joseph Russell, 
the founder of Bedford Village.  
 
The building is a two-and-one-half-story, painted-clapboard-
clad, end-gable building on a poured concrete foundation at 
the northwest corner of Union and Front Streets. The building 
was expanded from one story to two between c. 1810 and 
1860. The Greek Revival detailing on the east elevation—
including deep cornice returns, engaged pilasters at the 
corners, and a simple entablature around the first story—was 
likely added at the same time. The gable roof is clad in asphalt 
shingles, and a narrow metal chimney protrudes from the 
north slope near the west end of the ridgeline. The first story 
of the east elevation contains two storefronts, each with 
paired glass and wood doors and large plate glass windows. A 
four-panel wood door topped by a three-light transom is in the 
center of the elevation and likely dates to the mid-19th century.  
Secondary entrances are centered in the south elevation and 
at the west end of the north elevation and appear to be early 
20th century and contemporary wood doors. Fenestration 
consists of six-over-six double-hung wood sash with simple 
surrounds and molded projecting window caps. These 
windows were most likely installed at the time of the move and 
restoration by WHALE.  
 

 
 

 

82-86 Front Street 

Seth Russell Building at its original N Water Street Location 
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Existing Window Conditions: The current windows were most 
likely installed when the building was conveyed to the Dawsons 
from WHALE in 1979 and restoration took place under a 
recorded 30-year term Preservation Restriction. The current 
windows are a true divided lite double hung window with 
aluminum tracks. All the first story windows were covered with 
a plexi-glass application, are in poor condition and not 
operable.  
 
Photographic documentation of the building shows a 6/6 
double hung window configuration.  
 

 
 
Existing Door Conditions: The applicant is seeking to restore the double set of glazed storefront entry doors. These doors 
date from the mid-19th century, as characterized by their simple recessed panels.  The single center four paneled wood 
door with the transom above also dates from the 19th century and should also be restored and not replaced.  

 
The wood doors on the south, west and north facades have different panel configurations, and all have wood jambs, sills 
and trim surrounds. The six panel door with the transom on the south façade is an early 19th century door based on its 
panel configuration, raised panel moldings and use of a cut bead. This door should be restored and not replaced.  
 
The wood doors located on the west and north facades are contemporary doors and could be replaced with six panel 
wood raised panel doors. 

Current Window Conditions 

East Façade Storefront Entry Doors 19th Century Double Door Detail 19th Century Center Door 

South Façade Door South Façade Door 
Detail 

North Façade Door West Façade Door 
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PROPOSAL: The proposed rehabilitation includes the following elements. 
 
• Windows: Trimline Legends Series, aluminum-clad wood double hung window with 5/8” 

simulated divided lite in color black. See attached manufacturer specifications. 
Staff Comment: The Trimline window replacement series is a window the Commission has 
approved in the past. The adjacent Taber Building used the Trimline Windows. The 
applicant has proposed the use of a 7/8” muntin, however a 5/8” muntin profile is more 
appropriate for this building. 
 

• Doors: The applicant has proposed a fiberglass replacement door with a woodgrain finish 
to match existing, with vinyl composite jambs and nickel finish hardware. 
Staff Comment: Due to the date and historical significance of this building, fiberglass doors 
would be inappropriate.  

 
• Roof: The existing grey asphalt three-tab shingle roofing will be replaced by an Owens Corning Duration Series in the 

color “Estate Grey”. 
Staff Comment: The Duration Series shingle is a standard shingle the Commission allows as a replacement with a CNA. 
 
Paint: Staff was unable to find documentation of 
the existing paint color, which is a medium tone of 
blue-grey with a lighter tone trim and burgundy 
doors. The applicant is proposing a dark tone of 
grey for the clapboards and trim with black doors 
and windows.  
Staff Comment: The building is a transitional 
Federal/Greek Revival and a dark grey body and 
similar trim color with black doors and windows is 
appropriate to the Federal style.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ca. 1720 Dr. Charles Cotton House- Newport, RI Ca. 1786 Page-Lawrence-Farrington House – Salem, MA 

Existing Paint Color Scheme 
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Fence:  A side yard exists to the north of the property. This area is a mix of broken asphalt and grass, and prior to the 
construction of the Front Street Plaza was used as a parking area. The applicant is proposing the installation of a black 
powder-coated aluminum fence with a gate to span between the two buildings. 
Staff Comment: The District has a standard recommended two rail aluminum fence with simple posts and no finials. The 
applicant’s proposed manufacturer makes a two rail fence in the “Hudson” series.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Exterior Partition: An alleyway exists between the subject building and the adjacent Taber Building along Union Street. A 
perpetual shared easement exists in this location and the applicant is proposing a wall partition with a door to block the 
alley from public access. A similar partition was previously approved at the adjacent Taber Building, which has since been 
removed.  
Staff Comment: Design, plans, materials and dimensions of the partition have not been provided to Staff.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Freedom Outdoor World 
 

         Proposed Easton Fence                                                   Recommended Hudson Fence 

Example of Proposed Exterior Partition 

 Proposed Location of Exterior Partition 
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Signage: The applicant has plans to rent/lease the second floor and has proposed a non-illuminated 4’ X 6’ Directory Sign 
to be located on the second story above the east façade storefront. The carved high density urethane sign will match the 
existing signage with a black smalttz background with gold lettering and motifs.  
Staff Comment: The proposed sign is uniform in design with the existing building signage and the use of a Directory Sign 
eliminated visual clutter.  

 
 

STATEMENT OF APPLICABLE GUIDELINES: The Bedford Landing District Design Guidelines state the following relative to 
this proposal: 
 
WINDOWS: If replacement is necessary, new windows shall match the existing window pattern, proportions and scale, 
and be in character with the building’s style.  

•  All parts of the replacement windows (such as exterior molding and/or casing, exterior frame, and exterior sash 
members) should match the original or existing historic windows.  
•  The muntin thickness and profile should closely match those of the original. Muntins, whether structural or 
applied, must have an exterior three-dimensional profile and a width appropriate to the building’s style. New 
windows with interior applied or removable muntin bars are not acceptable.    
•  Glass should be clear, not tinted or frosted and have minimal reflectivity. Low-e glass should appear as standard 
clear glass and not be visually apparent.   
 •  Wood replacement sashes are preferred. Aluminum clad exteriors are acceptable, provided the profile 
reasonably matches the existing window muntins. 
 •Half screens are preferred and should be a dark, recessive color. 

 

Proposed Signage 
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DOORS: Existing doors and door openings, including architecturally significant surround details such as transoms and 
sidelights, should be repaired, not replaced.   
 
Replacement of original or historically significant doors shall match the existing in material, size, design and location. If 
doors that are not original or architecturally significant are to be replaced, the replacement door, including design and 
material of the surround details and other decorative trim should be appropriate to the style and use of the building. 
 
ROOF: A Certificate of Appropriateness is required if the color or material of the roof is to be changed. Roof color was 
typically dark and recessive. Standard 3-tab asphalt shingles are preferred on pitched roofs. Articulated, Architectural 
shingles are usually inappropriate 
 
PAINT: Paint color, appropriate for the structure’s age and architectural style, is recommended. Original paint color can 
sometimes be determined by scraping underneath clapboards or in corners where paint has built up. Laboratory paint 
analysis provides the most accurate means of determining original color. Paint analysis is recommended for selecting finish 
color on architecturally significant buildings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SIGNAGE: Signs should complement the architecture or site where they are placed as well as make a positive contribution 
to the District. The overall goal is to create signage which complements the architecture without creating visual clutter 
and which reflects the historic use of signage in the District. 

 
NUMBER OF SIGNS: Each store shall be limited to two signs: one on the building façade, and one blade sign. However, 
storefronts with two street elevations may treat each elevation as a separate storefront for purposes of determining 
signage numbers. 
GENERAL GUIDELINES:  

• All signs shall be installed in such a manner as to ensure that the installation does not create damage or loss 
of historic fabric and that the installation is temporary or reversible.  

• The size and shape of the sign should be proportionate with the scale of the structure. 
• Sign materials should be chosen to complement the property that the sign identifies. 
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FENCES: New fences and site walls should not prevent or restrict views of buildings from a public way. The design should 
be appropriate in scale, materials, and architectural style to the building, its site and the surrounding properties. 
 
EXTERIOR PARTITION: The design and location of any new site feature should be in keeping with the overall development 
pattern of the building and not detract from its historic character. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  
The proposed rehabilitation elements are generally appropriate for the building and Staff recommends the approval and 
the issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness with consideration of the following conditions: 
 

• Windows to have clear glass with 5/8 muntin profile, interior spacer bar and half screens.  
• Manufacturer paint color and finish shall be provided. 
• The east and south façade doors are to be retained and restored. 
• The west and north façade doors are to be replaced with wooden raised six panel doors, to be approved by 

NBHC Staff. 
• The aluminum fence to be a two rail panel, to be approved by NBHC Staff. 
• Any hardware and lighting to be approved via cut sheet submittal to NBHC Staff.  
• Dimensioned plans with material specifications for the exterior partition to be provided to Staff. 
• The installation of the exterior partition should be attached to existing buildings in such a way that the form 

and integrity of the original would not be damaged if the addition were removed. 
 

 
 
 

 



Legends Series

DR200
Aluminum Clad Wood • For Pocket Insert • Window

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FRAME

• All exterior parts are of .050″ maintenance-free extruded aluminum and mitered corners are tightly joined with screws and corner keys.

• Head and jamb wood parts are fitted to the extruded aluminum and are of kiln dried ponderosa pine, treated with a water repellant
preservative. Optional species available are mahogany, oak and cherry.

• Head and jamb wood joints are tenoned, glued and nailed.

• Frame thickness: 11⁄16″ at jamb and head.

• Standard jamb depth: 3 1⁄4″ stepped jamb for sash pocket installation.

• A thermally broken tri-plex sill system of wood, extruded aluminum and vinyl is mechanically fastened, gasket and silicone sealed to the
jamb.

• Available with optional 3⁄8″ foam wrap for air tight installation.

SASH

• All exterior surfaces are covered with .019″ thick roll formed aluminum cladding.

• Sash wood parts are of kiln dried ponderosa pine, treated with a water repellant preservative. Optional species available are mahogany,
oak and cherry.

• Sash wood joints are tenoned, glued and nailed from the interior.

• Silicone glazed from the interior for a positive water tight seal.

• Overall finish sash thickness: 1 7⁄16″ (standard), optional 1 3⁄4″ sash available.

• Sash profile widths are: stiles (1 3⁄4″), top rail (2 5⁄8″), meeting rails (1 7⁄16″) and bottom rail (3 1⁄4″). Optional 4″ bottom rail available.

• Unequal sash heights can be specified.

• Top and bottom operating sashes with locking pivot shoe tilt-in and can be removed for finishing or cleaning.

EXTERIOR FINISH

• For standard colors, the extruded aluminum frame is a one-coat spray applied PPG Polycron III finish, meeting the physical test
requirements of AAMA 2603.

• Standard color options are: white, bronze, earthtone, beige, black and hunter green. Custom colors available.

• All custom colors meet the physical test requirements of AAMA 2605.

INTERIOR FINISH

• Standard in unfinished natural wood in specified species (pine (standard), mahogany, oak or cherry) which can be painted or stained.

• Available factory primed or prefinished white in pine (standard) or mahogany. Oak and cherry in unfinished natural wood only. Contact
Trimline dealer for custom color details.

HARDWARE

• Sash lock and keeper are surface mounted cam action style.

• Recessed E-Z tilt sash release latches for top and bottom sash tilting; top sash fixed.

• Dual lock/lifts standard on units over 28″ wide; triple locks standard on units over 50″ wide. Sash lifts standard at bottom rail.

• All hardware components are of zinc alloy in matching finish available in: almond, white or bronze powder coat finish; anitque brass, oil
rubbed bronze or polished chrome and bright brass plated finish also available.

BALANCE SYSTEM

• Concealed block and tackle system for smooth and effortless operation with locking cam action pivot shoes that never needs adjusting.
AAMA 902-07 tested for over 28,000 cycles without failure.

• Vinyl jambliner available in almond or white.

WEATHERSTRIPPING

• Head, meeting rails and bottom rail are weather-sealed with Q-Lon® almond color compression seal foam; Fin-Seal® at the sill dam;
dual Fin-Seal® and Q-Lon® at the vertical stiles/jambliner, Fin-Seal® at the sill dam and Fin-Seal® dust plugs at the meeting rails for
low air infiltration.

GLASS

• Standard clear 11⁄16″ thick insulating glass, consisting of “double strength” 3 mm annealed glass, 7⁄16″ air space using Tremco’s
EnerEDGE® warm-edge, dual-seal silicone foam spacer, hermetically sealed with hot melt butyl.



• All insulating glass units meet IGMA and NFRC 706 requirements for seal durability and gas retention per ASTM E2190, E2188-10 &
E2189-10.

• Other glazing options Comfort E and Comfort E Plus Low E with argon gas, obscure, tempered, laminated, bronze or grey tint.
Decorative glass also available.

INSECT SCREENS

• Standard half screen of .050″ thick extruded aluminum.

• Optional full screen of .019″ thick roll-formed aluminum.

• Optional interior sliding half screen of .050″ thick extruded aluminum. (Requires 3 1⁄4″ jamb pocket.)

• Standard colors available: white, bronze, earthtone, beige, black and hunter green. Custom colors also available.

• Charcoal fiberglass screen cloth (18 × 16 mesh) standard; optional screen mesh available in charcoal or aluminum color wire or Better
View™ high transparency screening in charcoal fiberglass cloth only.

GRILLES

• Simulated Divided Lites (SDL) of .050″ thick extruded aluminum in a classic putty glazed 5⁄8″, 7⁄8″, 1″, 1 1⁄4″ or 1 1⁄2″ muntin profile
permanently applied to exterior of the insulated glass. Double faced tape is used to apply muntin to the glass which first is prepared with
a saline type glass bonding and coupling agent before muntin is applied to help ensure lasting adhesion. An optional between the glass
dark bronze shadow bar is available for an authentic true divided lite look. Interior wood in pine (standard), mahogany, oak or cherry
matching the interior wood species in either permanent or removable style 5⁄8″ or 7⁄8″ wide divided lite patterns only. Removable style not
available in 1″, 1 1⁄4″, 1 1⁄2″ widths.

• Removable wood grilles available in 5⁄8″ or 7⁄8″ wide classic double stepped profile matching window interior wood species in pine
(standard), mahogany, oak or cherry in a wide array of standard or custom divided lite patterns only.

• In-glass aluminum “GBG” (Grille Between the Glass) muntins are available in 5⁄8″ flat profile or 7⁄8″ sculptured profile in all standard
exterior cladding color finishes for dust free easy cleaning. Available in either divided lite or diamond patterns.

• Combo wood-aluminum: 5⁄8″ flat or 3⁄4″ sculptured in-glass aluminum muntin with either permanently applied (see SDL) or removable
wooden interior wood grille in pine (standard), mahogany, oak or cherry.

ACCESSORIES

• A standard zero clearance mullion is used for factory mulling of windows without increasing the combined unit dimension of the windows
mulled.

• Interior wooden mullion covers in pine (standard), mahogany, oak or cherry are provided loose.

• 11⁄16″ interior wooden jamb extension in pine (standard), mahogany, oak or cherry are factory applied to the perimeter of the window and
are available in custom sizes to provide an overall jamb depth up to 9″.

WARRANTY

• Limited 10 year.

• 20 years non-prorated on insulating glass.

• Non-square, decorative/leaded glass 5 years.

PERFORMANCE

Thermal Ratings

Glazing U-Value R-Value SHGC VT CRF

Comfort E .30 3.33 .28 .50 57

Comfort E Plus .27 3.70 .27 .49 47

Comfort E – 3mm RLE CS-36 (#2) / Clear / Argon

Comfort E Plus – 3 mm RLE CS-36 (#2) / CS-72 (#4) / Argon

SHGC = Solar Heat Gain Coefficient

VT = Visible Transmittance

Structural Ratings

Test Speciman Air Infiltration Performance Class-Grade

44.0″ × 75.0″  (1118 mm × 1905 mm) .08 cfm/ft^2 LC-45

TEST STANDARDS

• NFRC certified: meets or exceeds rating and labeling requirements as per NFRC 100, 200 and 500 test procedures.

• AMMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440-05

• ENERGY STAR® certified
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